
ALBERTA 
ENVIRONIv•ENTAL APPEALS BOARD 

October 26, 2007 

Via Fax and/orE-mail 

Ms. Roxmane Walsh 
P.O. Box 1166 
Turner Valley, AB T0L 2A0 

Ms. Bonnie Anderson and 
Mr. Hugh Ham 
Municipal Counsellors 
1, 5508 Streel S.E. 
Calgary, AB T2H 2W9 

Ms. Charlene Graham 
Alberta Justice 
Environmental Law Section 
1710, Standard Life Building 
639 Fifth Avenue S.W. 
Calgary, AB T2P 0M9 

Dr. Udo Weyer 
WDA Consultants Inc. 
4827 Vienna Drive NW 
Calgary, AB T3A 0W7 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Re: Town of Turner ValIeylEPEA Amending Approval 1242-01-05 
Our File No.: EAB 06-071 

Further to the Board's letter of October 24, 2007, l]{e Board has now reviewed Mr. 
Ham's letters of October 22, 2007 and Ms. Graham's letter of October 23, 2007. The Board also 
acknowledges an e-mail of October 25, 2007 from Ms. Walsh requesting addilinnal time to file her 
rebuttal. 

The Board concurs with Ms. Graham that Mr. Ham's letters of Odtober 22, 2007 
contain a number of misnnderstandings about the status of the Amending Approval and the appeal. 
The Amending Approval for the raw water reservoir, which has technically merged into the Town's 
Approval for its potable water system, is valid and subsisting and, as advised by Ms. Graham in her 
letter of October 23, 2007, the Approval will be extended by the Director. (The Board has been 
advised that the extension will be issued today.) Therefore, the Board has and retains jurisdiction in 
this matter. As Alberta Environment and the Board have advised Mr. Ham, it is not possible for the 
Town to withdraw its application for the Amending Approval because the application was 
processed and the Amending Approval has been issued. There is no longer any application to be 
withdrawn. No argumenl can alter this legal reality. 
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Further to Ms. Graham's letter of October 23, 2007, the Board notes that the Director 
needs to extend the Town's current Approval because the Director requires additional information 
from the Town in order to process the application for the renewal Approval. Further, the statutory 
notification and publication requirements under the IYaterAct cannot be completed before December 
1,2007. The Director's approach is consistent with the past practice of AlbertaEnvironment, where 
the Director has not allowed the approval for a facility that serves the public, such as the Town's 
potable water system in this case, to lapse and become unauthorized. The Board acknowledges that 
it would be a very serious matter for any party involved in the provision of potable water to the 
public to simply let the necessary regulatory approvals lapse. Likewise, a request by the Town for the 
Director to cancel the current Approval would be contrary to the public interest and, in the Board's 
view, is not viable. 

Given its continuing jurisdiction to hear the appeal of the Amending Approval, the 
Bozrd confirms its decision to proceed with the hearing as currently scheduled on November 
13 and 14, 2007. The Board notes that all of the parties agreed to these dates and the original 
schedule for submissions at the June 21, 2007 preliminary meeting. Since that all-party agreement, 
the Board has not made any decision that introduced a delay to the hearing schedule. No case has 
been made that the public interest will be served by a delay in hearing this appeal. 

Mr. Ham has advanced the argument that proceeding with the hearing at this time will 
result in the parties having to repeat the hearing and "re-litigate" the issue when the renewal 
Approval is issued. The Board rejects this argument as it is without foundation and entirely 
speculative. In reviewing the file, the Appellant has not indicated to the Board that she has any !nterest in the Town's potable water system other than the new raw water reservoir and the potential 
impact of historic contamination on the reservoir. Further, even if Ms. Walsh were to decide 1o 
appeal the renewal Approval, the Board has applied principles similar to issue estoppel in previous 
cases to prevent issues from being "re-litigated" where a specific approved activity has previously 
come before lhe Board. (See: Issues Decision: Carmichael et aL v. Directors, Northern East Slopes 
Region and Central Region, Regional Services, Alberta Environment, re: TransAlta Utilities 
Corporation, (25 June 2002) Appeal Nos. 01-080, 01-082, 01-084, 01-085, 01-134, 02-002, and 02- 
003-1132 (A.E.A.B.).) 

The legislated function of the Board is to provide the best possible advice to the 
Minister of the Environment in order to address the appeals that come before it. In this case, as the 
Town has acknowledged on several occasions, there is a significant public interest in ensuring that 
there are no safety concerns with the raw water reservoir. In this regard, the Board would like io 
have a submission from the Town so that it can make the best possible recommendations to the 
Minister. The Board does not want the Town to be prejudiced because the status of the Amending 
Approval and the appeal have not been understood. As a result, the Board has decided to give the 
Town a final extension to its deadline to provide a written submission for the hearing. The 
Town's submission is due at 4:30 pm on Wednesday October 31, 2007. Given the extension that 



the Board is granting to the Town, the Board has decided to grant Ms. Walsh an extension to file her 
rebuttal submission. Ms. Walsh is requested to file her rebuttal of Alberta Environment's 
submission by 4:30 pm on Wednesday October 31, 2007 and she is requested to file her rebuttal 
of the Town's submission by 4:30 pm on Monday November 5, 2007. This schedule will result in 
all of the submissions being filed before the 7 day minimum filing date set in the Board's Rules of 
Practice. 

Further, the Board advises that in order to properly carry out its legislated duty to the 
Minister and address the public interest issues in this matter, if it receives any further indication from 
the Town that it does not wish to participate in the hearing or if the Board does not receive a 

response from the Town by the October 31, 2007 submission deadline, it will consider issuing a 
subpoena to any witnesses that the Board believes are relevant to properly deal with the issues under 
appeal. 

With respect to the concerns raised by the Town lhat defending this appeal has 
become "inordinately expensive," the Board notes that it has made no order as to costs. While the 
Board always encourages parties to work together cooperatively, the Board has not ordered any work 
to be performed other than the production of documents. Any monies expended by the Town to 
undertake any other work has been entirely the Town's choice. 

Finally, with respect to Mr. Ham's repeated allegations that the Board is biased or is 
acting in bad faith, the Board rejects these arguments. Bias or bad faith on the part of a tribunal does 
not arise because a party does not agree with the preliminary decisions that a tribunal has made, does 
not agree with the procedurebeing followed, or would prefer that some other procedure be followed. 
Nor does bias arise because a party objects to having to defend an appeal or incurs costs in 
defending an appeal. Bias cannot be established by simply repeating unfounded bias allegations 
against the tribunal. The Board has treated all of the parties in this matter in the same way that it 
treats all of the parties that come before it. The Board has made no judgments regarding the 
substantive merits of this case. 

Yours truly, 

General Counsel and 
Settlement Officer 

cc: Ms. Linda Abrams 
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ALBERTA 
ENVIRONMEI',FfAL APPEALS BOARD 

October 24, 2007 

Via Fax or E-mail 

Ms. Roxanne Walsh 
EO. Box 1166 
Turner Valley, AB T0L 2A0 

Ms. Bonnie Anderson and 
Mr. Hugh Ham 
Municipal Counsellors 
1, 5508 1 Street S.E. 
Calgary, AB T2H 2W9 

Ms. Charlene Graham 
Alberta Justice 
Environmental Law Section 
1710, Standard Life Building 
639 Fifth Avenue S.W. 
Calgary, AB T2P 0M9 

Dr. Udo Weyer 
WDA Consultants Inc. 
4827 Vienna Drive NW 
Calgary, AB T3A 0W7 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Re: Town of Turner ValleylEPEA Amending Approval 1242-01-05 
Our File No.: EAB 06-071 

The Board acknowledges receipt of the attached e-mail dated October 24, 2007 from 
Ms. Walsh and is providing a copy to the olher parties. The Board requests Ms. Graham provide her 
comments to Ms. Walsh's e-mail by October 29, 2007. 

The Board also acknowledges receipt of the attached letters dated October 22 and 23, 
2007 from Mr. Hana and Ms. Graham. The Board is reviewing the letters. Further correspondence 
will be forthcoming. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. You may call toll-free 
by first dialing 310-0000, followed by 780-427-6569, or e-mail valerie.myrmo@gov.ab,ca. 

Yours truly, 

Valerie Myrmo 
Registrar of Appeals 

cc: Ms. Linda Abrams 
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JUSTICE o•r FIle No.: 0133-460 
Errv[ronmenla] La• S•clion Your [•le No.: ,P-AB: 86-07] 

En¥ironmcnlai Law Section 
#lTIO, Stand•d Life •Building 
639 Fi• Avenue S.W. 

Via Facsimile 

"WITH PREJUDICE" 

Municipal Counsellors 
1, 5508 Street SE 
Calgary, Alberta T2H 2W9 

Attention: Hugh Ham 

Dear Sir: 

Town of Turner ValIeylEPEA Amending Approval 1242-01-05 

EAB FileNo,: 06-071 

Tel: (403) 297-2001 
Fax: (403) 662-3824 

Oc(obe• 23, 2007 

Further to your letter of October 22, 2007, there is a fandamental misunderstanding in this letter, as it 
relates to the Approval expiring on December I, 2007 vs. December 31,2007 and if the Approval and 
its amendments can be extended. 

Alberta Environment records indicate that the Approval and t.!ris amendment both expire on 
December 1, 2007. Pursuant to theprovisions of s, 69 oftheEPEA, the Director can extead the expiry 
date of an Approval. The Director does not require an application from the Approval Holder to do this. 
The Director will he issuing an extension to this Approval as the review of the renewal application will 
not bs complete prior to December 1, 2007, 

As you may or may not be aware, there have 
he'an 

communication between Alberta Environment and 
the Toga that AENV wanted further information in the •enewal application, This is one of the primary 
reasons th•s application has net even went to public notice, as it is required to do under EPEA. Given 
that the pubfic notice period is at least 30 days in length and that the application requires further 
information, the Director is of the opiuion that the renewal will not be issued before the current 
Approval and Amendment expire end thns, the Director will be issuing an extension. 

Thus the Amendment and the Approval will continue to exist throughout to ensure that there is an 
approval in place for the Town's provision of potable water to the residents of Turner Valley, 

The issues of withdrawal of the Amendment application and the need for the Town to comply with the 
terms of the Approval Amendment and E.PEA were addressed in Ms. Pool's letter of October 17, 2007 
and do not need to be repeated again. However, I mttst respond to your suggestion that there is no need 
for an Approval Amendment for the reservoir. This argument was made at the Preliminary Hearing of 
this matter and the Board ruled that an amendment was required. The Town did not file a 
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reconsideration application nor a judicial review application of this decision and as 
s•ch, there is no point in continuing to reargue an argument that has already been rded upon. 

Your primary concern seems to be the time and expense of having two hearings relating to this 
waterworks system. Has the Town considered ma/dng a motion to the Board requesting that they would 
put this appeal into abeyance or adjota•a the hem-hag untiI the renewal decision is made and then 
combine the issues? It is my tmderstandJng that the Board's and the Appellant's concern is the water hi 
the reservoir being used as a source for drinking water. If the Town eontiauedits ufidertaking not rouse 
this water as a source unttl all appeals were resolved, your motion may be successful. 

Regarding the concern with filling ofthe reservoir to prevent cracking of the liner, the Direetbr has on 
numerous occasions repeatedly advised the Town of the Approval Amendment requirements that must 
be complied with, i.e. el. 3.1.10 (need for stored water and groundwater monitoring program), and has 
asked the Town or its consuhant for an engineering report that sets out the technical and scientific 
reasons why the reservoir needs to be •l[ed and the technical consequences of it not being filled. 
Despite these numerous requests, no engineering reports or monitoring program proposals have ever 
come forward. 

The source of water for the filling of the reserv oh" would likely have to be the Town's existing licensed 
allocation, which the Director presumed the Town would be using to fill the reservoir, as the reservoir's 
purpose is to hold the Town's allocation over a number of seasons. 

Lnsfty, great exception is laken to your threats of civil lawsuits of bad faith if the Director does not 
decide the Town's renewal appfication in a certain way or does not issue' a Temporary Diversion 
Licence. Not only do these inflammatory comments open the Director's future decisions up to 
challenge that the Director based his dealsinn upon improper consideration, bias, bad faith, etc., it is 
unprofessional, spurious, and your threats completely taints my process between the regulator AENV 
andtheTown. Given this, it is very strongly demanded that youwithdraw your threats of clainas of bad 
faith immediately. 

'Charlene 
Graham 

Barrister & Solicitor 

co. Gilbert Van Nee 
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K. Hugh Ham 

Phone: (403) 571-0025 Fax: (403) 571-0028 
Our File No. 

October 22, 2007 

OOT 2 2 2007 | 

Alberta Environrnental Appeal Board 
306 Peace Hills Towner 
1011 109 Street 
Edmonton, AB T5J 3S8 

Attention": Gilbert Van Es, 
General Counsel & Settlement 
Officer 

Dear Sir: 

Re: Town of Turner Valley/EPEA Amendinq Approval 1242-01-05 

This letter is no•t a 
Submission to the Board because it is the conclusion of my client that 

the Environmental Appeals Board ("Board") no longer has jurisdiction in the matter of the 
interim approval granted by Alberta Environment I"AE") for the construction of a raw water 
reservoir in the Town of Turner Valley.('q-urner Valley"). In the result, my client objects to 
the Board continuing to deal with the matter in any way. Hence, am writing to you in your capacity as General Counsel to the Board. 

Initially, as the Board has advised, the relevant interim approval expires 6ecember 1,2007; 
approximately 6 weeks from now. In your earlier correspondence you advised lhat in 
circumstances where the hearing of Ms. Wash's appeal is scheduled to occur November 
14 and 15, the Board will not be able to come to a decision on a recommendation to the 
Minister until mid-December. Further, the Board advised that it anticipated that the 
Minister would require time to consider the Board's recommendation before coming to his 
decision The Board did not know how long that might take. 

As you are further aware, the foregoing circumstances were caused by the Appellant, 
Roxanne Walsh, requesting in July when the Town was prepared to proceed lo a hearing 

that because her expert witness, Dr. Udo Weyer, could not be available before mid- 
November (because of his personal commitments) that the hearing should be set after 
September. In padicular, Dr. Weyer hsd committed to be in Germany for 

a friend's 
bidhday in the fall. Based o n Dr. Weyer's commitments and the schedules of the members 
of the panel, the Board set the hearing dates for November 14 and 15. The Town had 
requested much earlier dates but the Board's decision was othe•,ise. 
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October 22, 2007 

Based on the Board's subsequent advice arid conclusion as to the expiry date of the interim approval, which Turner Valley does not dispute, the Board would have jurisdiction in this matter on December 1, 2007, regardless of any decision by Turner Valley. Given the recent published statements by the Appellant, Roxanne Walsh, that these circumstance are somehow the result of an inappropriate decision by the Town or 
an "unprofessional" recommendation by myself, believe it important to remind the Board 
that is nol the case_ It was Ms. Walsh's request to set the hearing date after September, 
much later in the year than requested either the Town or AE, and the Board's decision to 
accommodate Dn Weyer which has resulted in this state of affairs. 

Upon being advised by the Board that it could not come to a decision by December 1, 2007, so that the Minister could not make a decision on or before that date, and that the interim approval would have expired before a decision, AE requested that the Town apply 
to extend the term of the interim approval. The Town considered that option but realized 
that it had already, in effect, done so. By coincidence, the Town's approval to operate a potable water system which includes the raw water reservoir expires in the ordinary 
course of events on December 31, .2007. In the result, the Town has already submitted 
an application for renewal of that approval. 

The application to renew the approval of the whole of the Town's potable water system 
was submitted to Alberta Environment in late July and early August of 2007 and is under 
consideration by the Director. Presumably, the Director will make a decision shortly 
otherwise Turner Valley will be unable to operate a potable water system after 12:01 a.m. January 1, 2008. While it i• conceivable that the approval will not be renewed in a timely 
manner, that is very unlikely to occur given that lhe Town's population would then be 
without potable water. do nol anticipate that Minister Renner will allow that to occur and, 
in any event, anticipale that Premier Stelmach will not permit either the Department or the Minister to allow that to occur. To allow it to happen would directly threaten the lives and 
property of the residents of Turner Valley and clearly cause irreparable harm to the 
community. The purpose of the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Acl is to the 
contrary. 

In the result, conclude that it is probable that the Director will shortly reach a decision on 
a renewal of the approval for Turner Valley's potable water system which, again, includes 
the raw water reservoir. also anticipate, based on AE's submission to the Board in this 
matter, that the approval will include a conditional approval of the raw water reservoir. If 
not, it will refuse that portion of the application. Either decision will be open to appeal in 
accordance with the provision of the Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act in 
the same manner as the interim license. 

Having come to the foregoing conclusions, the Town decided that the best course of action 
for its residents in the circumstances would be to withdraw its present application, which 
expires on December 1, 2007. in any evept, and move forward on its application for a 
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renewal Of the approval for the entire potable water system including the raw water reservoir. This course of action has the further benefit that the Town's ratepayers, who have already spent approximately $250,000 on the issues raised by Mr. Walsh, will not have to "litigate" the same issue twice. While Ms. Walsh is er•titled to appeal approvals, She is not entitled to impose upon the Town's ratepayers the cost to have the same issue determined twice. 

Hence, there is no need for the Town to request that the interim license for the raw water reservoir be extend because the Town has effectively done so. Notwithstanding Ms. Walsh's very public accusations that eilher or the Town are behaving irresponsibly or inappropriately with an intent to deprive her of her right 1o appeal an approval of the raw water reservoir, that is simply not the case. Ms. Walsh's determination to have the hearing 
set in November, as opposed to the Town's request that it be earlier, set the stage. Nothing the Town did caused this problem. 

In the result of the Town's conclusions and its withdrawal of the application for an interim approval, the Town fur[her concludes that the Board has no further jurisdiction in the matter of the interim approval and the Town has no intention of being forced by the Appellant to 
pay for two hearings on the same issue. Hence, the Town will not make a submission to the Board nor padicipate fur[her in the hearing process on the interim license. 

The Town also concludes that any attempt by the Appellant, Roxanne Walsh, or Ihe Board 
to proceed fur[her on what is now a redundant matter could cause irreparable harm tothe 
Town and its residents. If the Board persists in its stated attempt to proceed with the hearing, the Town will be forced to protect the rights of its ratepayers. Ms. Walsh is not lhe only individual whose rights are affected by her conduct and that of the Board. Throughout 
this process, the Board has been extremely concerned to ensure that Ms. Walshs perceptions of her rights are of primary importance. suggest that in administrative law a 
more balanced approach is both necessary and appropriate. Consideration of the rights of the Town's residents has been inappropriately lacking to this point, 

The Town is not forced to repair the error by Ms. Walsh and/or the Board in the manner least favorable to its ralepayers. The Town has sought to repair the damage in a manner which is respectful of Ms. Walsh's actual rights (not her perceived rights) and equally fair 
to the ratepayer who have funded not only tl)e Town's research and analysis but also lhe 
research required by Ms. Walsh and Dr. Weyer. The Town need not pay for two hearings 
on the same matter which would be one of the improper consequen•;es of the Board's position. 

While the Board must, of course, adjudicate on Ms. Walsh's appeal, it may not thereby ignore the consequences of the Board's procedures if they unnecessarily and improperly 
threaten the viability of the project through the imposition of inordinate and unnecessary costs. Having two hearings on the same issue at a resulting cost of several hundred 
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thousand dollars will do exactly that. The Board's conduct will thereby impair the safety 
of the residents of Turner Valley, irreparably damaging both individuals and the Town, and effectively overturn a decision of a democratically elected council; not on its environmental 
merits but on whether the Town can finance two hearings to determine the same matler. 

The Board's indication that it will proceed with a hearing on a malter which will be moot on December 1,2007, regardless of the Town's conduct and through no fault of the Town, is punitive, biased and without merit. It is contrary to the stated purpose of the Act which 
includes: 

The purpose of this Act is to support and promote the protection, enhancement and 
wise use of the environment while recognizing the following:... 
(b) lhe need for Alberta's economic growth and prosperity in an environmentally 

responsible manner and the need to integrate environmental protection and 
economic decisions in the earliest stages of planning; 

The effect of the Board's position would be to impose on the Town's ratepayers further disproportionate costs which unnecessarily threatens the financial viability of the project 
and will thereby impair and irreparably damage the Town and its residents. It must also 
be remembered that the decisions of a duly elected municipal council are deserving, in law, 
of considerable respect. The Council of Turner Valley has bone fide concluded that a raw water reservoir is required by the Town. The Board has no 

jurisdicti(•n to overturn that 
decidion by forcing the burden of two inordinately expensive hearings on the same matter 
onto the population of a small town. 

Sincerely, 

r•unicipal Counsellors 

.......... 

P•r: K. HUGR HAM, •.;•,'., LL.B. 
Barrister & Solicitor 

co. Prernie[ Ed Slelmach 

CC. Ted Morion, MLA 

CC. 

CC. 

Town of Turner Valley 
Allenlion: Mayor Donna Fluler & Council 

Alberta Juslice 
Altenlion: Allison Peel 
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October 22, 2007 

Alberta Justice 
Civil Law Branch 
Environmental Law Section 
7 •" Floor Oxbddge Place 
9820 106 Street 
Edmonton, Albeda 

Attention: Allison Peel, Barrister 
and Solicitor 

Alberta Environmental Appeal Board 
306 Peace Hills Towner 
1011 109 Street 
Edmonton, AB TSJ 3S8 

Attention": Gilber[ Van Es, 
General Counsel & Settlement 
Officer 

WITHOUT PREJUDICE 

Dear Sirs: 

Re: Town of Turner Valley / EPEA Amendinq Approval 1242-01-05 

am writing to each of you in your capacity as legal counsel to, respectively, Alberta 
Environment and the Environmental Appeal Board of Alberta and specifically in response 
to Ms. PeePs letter of October 17, 2007 and Mr. Van Es' letter of Oclober 19, 2007. 

make the following observations only for your consideration: 

0n December 1,2007, Amending Approval 1242-01-06 ends by its own terms 
and conditions. The approval ends regardless of any decision of: 
a. the Town of Turner Valley (Town), 
b. Alberta Environment (AE), 
c. the Environmental Appeal Board (EAB), and 
d. Ms. Roxanne Wa]sh (Walsh). 
Whal advice do you then intend to provide to your clients at 12:01 am on December 
2, 2007? 

2 Can the Town withdraw its application? Regardless, see #1. 

3. Does the EAB presently have jurisdiction in this matter? Regardless, see #1. 

Can the EAB hold a hearing in respect of Amending Approval 1242-01-05 in the 
Town's absence? Regardless, see #1. 
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Can the EAB make a recommendation to the Minster in respect of Amending Approval 1242-01-057 Regardless, see #1. 

Can the Minister make a decision in respect of Amending Approva 1242-01-05? 
Regardless, see #1. 

Whose fault is this procedural mistake? The Appellant, Roxanne Walsh, sought the 
relevant adjournment and the EAB granted it. Neither the Town nor AE sought the 
adjournment to November 14 and 15. leave it to you to determine. Who will be 
held legally accountable? Again, leave that to you but my best guess is that 
neither the Town or AE have much to worry about. 

Is the 3-own obligated to request an extension of Amending Approval 1242-01-05? Obviously not. Should it? Why would it do so when it has already submitted an application for approval of the whole of its potable water system, including the 
reservoir? The Town does not need to apply twice for the same thinq. That is a 
waste of taxpayer's money, AE's time and the EAB's time. It is, of course beneficial 
to Walsh who seeks •o delay, frustrate and/or prevent the reservoir from being 
approved. 

Should the Town request the Director to cancel or suspend the approval? See #1 
and #8. 

Can the Town carry on construction? 

Changes requiring approval 
67 (1) No person shall, with respect to an activity that is the subject of 

an approval, make any change to 
(a) the activity, 
(b) the manner in which the activity is carried on, or (c) any machinery, equipment or process that is related to the 

carryiqg' on of the activity 
unless an approval or an amendment to an approval authorizing 
the change is issued by the Director.. 

(2) A person who wishes to make a change under subsection (1) shall 
apply to the Direct6r in accordance with the regulations. 

(3) This section does not apply to 
(a) adjustments, repairs, replacements or maintenance made in 

the normal course of operations, 
(b) changes that do not result in an increase in the release of 

a substance into the environment, 
(c) shod-term te.•ting or temporary modifications •o machinery. 

equipment or processes that do nol cause an adverse effecl. 
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(d) changes in the type of eqbipment used in the conservation or reclamation of specified land, or (e) minor changes to consen•ation and reclamation plans that do 
not contravene the purpose or intent of the approval. 

RSA 2000 cE-12 s67;2003 c37 s8 

Can AE issue a stop order? It could but see #10. 

Can AE stop construction.? See #10 and #11 remembering that if the reservoir is 
not filled the clay can dry and crack which would waste millions of taxpayer's dollars. 
Who explains that to the Minster and Premier? The Director? 

Can AE refuse a temporary license for an increased diversion to fill the reservoir? Absolutely. The Water Conservation Objective for the Sheep River and the 'stay' 
on fur[her diversions in the South Saskatchewan River Basin are relevant 
considerations. But, see also #12 and #14. 

Can AE claim that the project should not be approved? See attached submission 
to the EAB? Clearly not now unless the Director wants to be exposed to a claim 
for bad faith conducl. 

Can AE order the site to be reclaimed? Not until it makes a decision on the application before it (see #8). 

Can AE refuse the Town's application for renewal of its approval? Absolutely. In 
which event the residents of Turner Valley will immediately be without potable water. 
Who explains that in addition to no drinking or flushing water there is no fire 
protection? 

Can AE refuse that portion of the Town's application related to the reservoir. Absolutely, but in light of its submission to the EAB on the issue (see #14), suggest 
that the Director will then be exposed to a claim in bad faith. 

Is Ms. Peel right in her assertion that the EAB is the master of its own process? 
Yes, but the issue of whether the EAB has jurisdiction is a question of law which the 
EAB must determine correctly (i.e. there is no deference by a reviewing court). Does 
the EAB have jurisdiction now? believe it does not. Will the EAB have jurisdiction 
from and after 12:01 am on December 2, 2007? believe not. 

Should Ihe application presently before AE for the whole of the Town's potable 
water system be "consolidated" with the present appeal? The interim approval dies 
December 1,2007, regardless of what anyone does (see #1). In any event, the 
EAB wants a hearing to commence November 14, 2007. The two are inconsistent. 
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Page 4 

20. Has Walsh=s "right" to appeal been frustrated? NOt by the Town. The EAB's 
procedural error caused this problem. The Town has found a solution simply carry 
on with the applicalion which is presently before the Director. If Walsh does not like 
the decision, she can appeal it as she always could. All that has been cudailed is 
her ability to appeal the same issue twice. 

21. Can the Town take steps to protect itself from bad faith conduct and/or bias? 
Absolutely. 

suggest that both of you should consider the advice you provide to your clients very 
carefully. There are millions of dollars, reputations and due diligence obligations al stake. 
The Town did not come to its decision lightly. 

The Town's position protects its ratepayers and water consumers, continues AE's 
supervision of the project, resolves the jurisdictional problem created by the EAB's decision 
to put Dr. Weyer's personal needs before the Town's residents and ensures that Walsh 
may have her day before the EAB, if she so desires. Wash's protests to the contrary, the 
clear fact is that her ability to participate in the approval process is fully protected. Equally 
impodantly, the residents of Turner Valley are not required to incur the cost of two appeals 
by Walsh. The appeal process is n•t intended to allow Walsh or any other individual to 
impose excessive costs on municipal residents. 

AE and the EAB must balance the interests of the parties and not only consider Walsh's 
perceptions. The Town has offered to all stakeholders a balanced proposal. If AE and 1he 
EAB reject it, they risk explaining to a Court why the December 1, 2007, deadline was 
effectively missed in the first instance and trying to justify a hearing on an expired approval 
while a concurrent approval is available to become the object of Walsh's concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Municipal Counsellors 

19er: K. HUGH HAM, B.A., LL.B. 
Barrister & Solicitor 

cc. Premier Ed Stelmach 

cc. Ted Morton, MLA 

CC. Town ol Turner Valley 
Al[ention: Mayor Dona; Fluter 
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Has Watsh's "right" to appeal been frustrated? Not by the Town. The EAB's 
procedural error caused this problem. The Town has found a solution simply carry 
on with the application which is presently before the Director. If Walsh does not like 
the decision, she can appeal it as she always could. All that has been curtailed is 
her ability to appeal the same issue twice. 

2I. Can the Town take steps to protect itself from bad faith conduct and/or bias? 
Absolutely. 

suggest that both of you should consider the advice you provide to your clients very carefully. There are million• of dollars, reputations and due diligence obligations at stake. 
The Town did not come to its decision lightly. 

The Town's position protects its ratepayers and water consumers, continues AE's 
supervision of the project, resolves the jurisdictional problem created by the EAB's decision 
to put Dr. Weyer's personal needs before the Town's residents and ensures that Welsh 
may have her day before the EAB, if she so desires. Wash's protests to the contrary, the 
clear fact is that her ability to participate in the approval process is fully protected. Equally 
importantly, 1he residenls of Turner Valley are not required to incur the cost of two appeals 
by Welsh. The appeal process is not intended to allow Welsh or any other individual to 
impose excessive costs on municipal residents. 

AE and the EAB must balance the interests of the parties and not only consider Walsh's 
perceptions. The Town has offered to all stakeholders a balanced proposal. IfAE and the 
EAB reject it, they risk explaining to a Court why the December 1, 2007, deadline was effectively missed in the first instance and trying to justify a hearing on an expired approval 
while a concurrent approval is available to become the object of Walsh's concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Municipal Counsellors 

Per: 

cc. 

K. HUGH HAM, B.A., LL.B. 
Barrister & Solicitor 

Premier Ed Stelmach 

Town of Turner Valley 
Altenlion: Slen Orgodnicz0k 
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Valerie Myrmo 

From: roxanne walsh [tvgpcommittee@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24. 2007 10:54 AM 

To: Valerie Myrmo 
Subject: request for information 

Dear Ms. Nyrmo, 

I am wondering about the gap in the AENV record between March 07, 2007 and May 22, 2007, (as noted in 
footnote on page 3 of AENV submission). Was there no activity on the file between these dates? Or was it not 
forwarded to me in error? Also, if the Interim Report 3 that the Town of Turner Valley is to submit to AENV bec6mes available before the Hearing, (paragraph 38 of AENV submission) I would like to receive a copy c•f it. 

Thank you. 

Yours truly, 

RoxanneWalsh 

Have fun while connecting on Messenger! Click here to learn more. 


